Bose 901 amplifier requirements

Lots of anti-virus scanners and so-called malware detectors like to flag infrequently
downloaded software as bad until it is either downloaded enough times, or its developer
actually bothers with getting each individual release allow listed by every single AV vendor. You
can do many people a great favor when encountering such a "problem" example by submitting
them to your AV vendor for examination. For almost everything on this forum, it is a false
positive. I bought a pair of Bose several years ago. I find that many new amps don't
accommodate an EQ, which is a necessity. Can anyone recommend a good amp that will really
drive these well? Oh yeah, without spending too much? Do I just need to shop somewhere
beside Best Buy? When I bought these I listened to quite a variety of music, from classical to
Floyd and Queensryche. I thought they sounded great, but haven't been able to duplicate that at
home. I used an old Pioneer amp for awhile, but no longer have it. I hope to find someone who
is a Bose fan who can recommend a few different amps and tell me how they situated their
speakers. Last Edit : by rankrookie. You've been sucked in. Now you will forever be tweaking
your audio system. You might as well spend the big bucks now and buy a seperate pre-amp and
audio amp with at least watts per channel. Alternatively, you could look on eBay for a used
Luxman receiver with pre-amp out, audio amp inputs. I believe the model number is something
Good luck. PS, a tube amp also sounds good with these speakers if you don't turn up the music
too loud. My Dynaco Stereo 70 is what I'm currently using. OK, you are not going to like this.
Solid state amps pretty much sound the same. As for the speakers, I would get rid of them.
Bose does not sound like real life sound. Just my two cents. When most people say amp, they
don't actually mean the real amp nowadays, so now when you say Amp, do you actually mean a
stand alone Amp like one of these or a receiver with an amp in it like one of these? Note that I
do not recommend those, I merely linked so we can establish what exactly you looking for. Last
Edit : by lexor. Quote from: rankrookie on Quote from: boojum on This reciever has no EQ on it.
I also own a technics with a parmatric eq and Bose 2. The Harmon Kardon blows the technics
one out of the water. I use the harmon Kardon for listening to music on my computer I should
add. For rock, or pop however my Paradigm's are better. Just my 2 cents worth. As I recall, the
inline Bose EQ was assumed to be used in a tape monitor loop most of the time but it can also
simply be interposed between a pre-amp and a power amp. I don't have a set of s, but I have
listened to several installations. When properly setup, they are tremendously musical speakers,
and a lot of fun. I am assuming that the orignal poster is referring to the official Bose EQ and
not some generic equalizer. I doubt any other unit would achieve decent results. So Guinness
tastes the same as a Pilsner? A light beer tastes the same as Elephant beer? Quote from:
hangman on Quote from: cabbagerat on Hey, now this is cool: "tough speakers. And, I guess
you missed the analogy: because one unique group of observations is distinguishable has no
bearing on another unique group of observations, as in "comparing apples and oranges" or
"comparing beers and amps. Quote from: WmAx on SimplePortal 1. Log in or Sign up. Tags:
bose Hello, fellow members! I'd really appreciate if someone can give me good advice. I had
thought those amps were faulty. I'm currently connecting to Bose , a small speaker set. My
questions are 1. Has anyone been using EQ with a cheap integrated amp without a problem?
I've read the EQ is the culprit that causes trouble rather than the speakers. In s, I really liked the
vocal expression of Bose speakers, and I probably still in impression that their vocal expression
sounds great to me. I really don't want to blow this amp again, and I thank you for all your
valuable opinions! Thank you. Gene Cho , Dec 10, Messages: 2, Location: Central Arkansas. I've
done about a half hour of searching for problems with eqs that could wreck an amplifier, and I
found none. Not even at the repair sites. Some of these eqs are getting around 45 years old, so
many problems are going to exist purely because of aged components. But amplifier killers? I
can't find any. Here's an idea, though. He specializes in eq repair and upgrades. Tell him the
questions you have about possibly destroying your amplifier. If it's possible, I'll guarantee you
he knows about it, and can advise you. I've never heard or Bose eqs causing a problem for
amps but that doesn't mean it can't happen. You don't want to use the speakers without the eq,
they will sound very bad. You won't find any new at that price but their older models hold up
extremely well and they are known for their excellent mid range. They do like stout amplification
however so your Sony might not be a good fit. Messages: 10, Location: RIP These are miserable
specs intended for a buyer who doesn't care. This is enough, however, for a set of Series 4 s in
many rooms. With a good source, and the ability to rotate in a higher performance amp, it will
quickly be clear what the real problem is. If the room is small, you'll do fine with the items listed
above being the limitations. As for the EQ, assuming it is working ok, the internet blog-o-sphere
is mis-leading you. Lastly, on the use of s without the EQ, there's plenty of threads here at AK
on that topic. Short answer: s without the EQ will result in poor sonic quality. Cheers, David.
There are far more failures of the speaker due to failing amps! If you had amp failures, it wasn't
because of the s. Sorry to bust that myth but I've got the experience to back it up. One last thing

on the Series IV s: The driver are connected in series. This means that, if one driver becomes
damaged and the voice coil opens. The speaker simply stops operating since the series
connection has now been broken. Take some pictures of the drivers and post them here. If one
is rubbing, the foam surround is likely bad. This is the most common problem with the older
Bose speakers. Pictures will help the arm-chain bench techs diagnose what you have. The Bose
support engineers had us run a frequency sweep on any speaker returned for any reason as the
best way to find problems like you report. My Vs have been powered by a watt receiver for a
decade. Volume control tends to hang in the range. How big is the room? The equalizer will
boost the bass considerably, could run the amp into clipping. If the driver surrounds are rotted,
I expect the speakers will need even more power to maintain a given volume. Sure, I can
imagine a failed component in the equalizer causing problems. Anything can break. Doesn't
seem to be common, though. Schurkey , Dec 11, The 's will sound like crap without the EQ. I'll
take a guess at how the Bose EQ could contribute to amp problems. My understanding is that
the EQ works by greatly cranking up the bass and treble. Given that, an artificially boosted bass
curve would cause the amp to produce a lot more power than the volume knob might indicate. I
think that as long as you're aware of this, and are sensitive to clipping or distortion, then there
shouldn't be a problem. But this is all just my theory. HTH, bs. Messages: 5, Location: Ottawa,
Canada. Think about all that current the amp needs to supply in order for the speakers to sound
reasonably good, and then try to think of a 20 wpc amp trying to supply that kind of power.
Depending on a number of things like soft clipping smoothing things out even more, and I could
see the amp getting clipped to death. First off, I don't think it's very good practice to run an amp
of such low power with a speaker know to draw lots of power. It's just asking for trouble.
Personally, I think Bose shine most with watts or more. Anything less, and it will not sound
optimum. I've never had any other speakers than Bose s that can cause my to peg!
BilboBaggins , Dec 11, KentTeffeteller and Bodyblue like this. Gene Cho , Dec 11, Gene Cho ,
Dec 17, Messages: 20, Location: Philadelphia PA. I'm not certain but your amplifier does not
seem have a tape loop or pre out main in jacks. Without either there is no way to connect the
equalizer. JoeESP9 , Dec 17, From a signal chain standpoint, the Tape loop must be further
down from the CD input. This way, with the Tape loop engaged, the signal is routed through the
Preamp. Sounds like the EQ is wired correctly. Messages: 45, Location: LoTL. The amp
probably does not have a true tape monitor circuit. Likely gonna have to find something else to
use the s with. Last edited: Dec 17, Schurkey , Dec 17, You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
There may be no singular product in modern audio history that has generated more accolades,
derision, or pure controversy than the Bose loudspeaker. Introduced in by a then four-year-old
concern named after its MIT-educated founder, the neither looked, nor sounded, like any
speaker that had come before it. With its pentagonal cabinet that faced eight of its nine identical
4-inch, full-range drivers at the reflecting wall behind the speaker, its designer Amar Bose
sought to have it mimic the way we hear in concert halls and imbue its sound with a giant
soundstage and spatial realism that was unsurpassed. Beyond any success of its spatial
trickery, the had its issues â€” the combination of its small cabinet and unusual dispersion
pattern required equalization at both ends of the frequency spectrum, and it was not
surprisingly room and placement sensitive. Some sophisticated audiophiles bemoaned a
perceived lack of detail and veiled quality to its sound. The , with periodic improvements,
remained continuously available from Bose right up until , when the company finally suspended
production. The Bose enclosures house nine small, specially designed drivers that have 4-inch
cones and powerful magnetic structures. Eight of the drivers are angled to the rear, while the
ninth is mounted on the front of the enclosure facing the listening area. This arrangement is
intended to achieve approximately the same ratio of direct to reflected sound that exists in the
concert hall. Since only 11 percent of the sound is radiated directly forward, it is almost
impossible to localize the source. An intrinsic part of the Bose system is an active ten-transistor
equalizer that handles both channels; it compensates for the high-frequency losses inherent in
the reflecting process and also flattens out the bass response. The uncompensated bass
response is down because of the natural bass roll-off resulting from the very small volume of
the enclosure. So that the tape-monitor function would not be lost, Bose has built it into the
equalizer. A tape recorder can be connected to the equalizer and the usual monitoring switching
performed through it. There are five controls on the equalizer, four rocker switches and one
five-position rotary control. One rocker serves as an on-off switch, another as the tape-monitor
switch, and the third as a low-cut filter that primarily affects frequencies below 40 Hz. This is
intended to reduce rumble or acoustic feedback. The fourth rocker switch interacts with a rotary
five-position treble-contour control. When the rocker switch is set for NORMAL, the rotary

switch provides a boost position, a flat position, and three positions of decreasing
high-frequency response from the speakers. The five switched contours then not only affect the
very-high-frequency speaker performance, but also the frequencies between and 2, Hz that are
not affected with the rocker switch in its NORMAL position. For those who have well-trained
hearing and musical judgment â€” plus the urge to tinker â€” it is possible to correct for poor
recordings to a remarkable degree with the equalizer controls. The active equalizer introduces
no perceptible distortion. We measured its distortion at less than 0. The output signal is of
approximately the same level as the input signal. In the August, Technical Talk column, I
commented on the difficulty of describing speaker performance in purely objective terms. The
Bose is a perfect illustration of this problem. After a couple of months of living with a Bose
system, I am convinced that it ranks with a handful of the finest home speaker systems of all
time. Because of its unconventional mode of operation, I rather doubted that any
frequency-response measurements I could make would account for the remarkable realism of
its sound. Difficult as it is to measure the output of a single direct radiator in a normal living
room, it is well-nigh impossible to measure an almost perfectly dispersed sound pattern such
as that of the without strong influence from the effects of room acoustics. Nevertheless, a
measurement was attempted. The uniformly excellent tone-burst response of the Bose is
illustrated by the oscilloscope photos of tone-bursts at left to right , 1,, and 9, Hz. We placed the
speaker in the recommended position relative to the wall. We did not have the equalizer in the
signal path for our frequency-response and tone-burst measurements, but measured the
equalizer response separately and added it to the speaker response to obtain the final curve.
Ten microphone positions were used, and their readings averaged. Harmonic distortion was
measured at a 1-watt drive level with the equalizer installed. It was no surprise to find that the
final response curve was not as flat as some we have measured. There appeared to be a broad
rise of about 5 or 6 dB in the to Hz region, although we could not detect its presence by ear. The
output fell smoothly above 1, Hz to â€”7 dB at 6, Hz, then rose to the 1,Hz reference level
between 10, and 15, Hz. The low-frequency harmonic-distortion measurements were affected by
the speaker and microphone placement. The distortion was 7 percent at 20 Hz, and reached
maximums of 12 percent at 30 Hz and 10 percent at 50 Hz. It was considerably lower at other
frequencies in the bass range. As a point of reference, the better acoustic-suspension speakers
have about half as much measured distortion at similar drive levels. We listened to the Bose in
several listening rooms, which ranged acoustically from extremely hard and bright to quite dull.
It was compared in A-B tests with several of the better speaker systems at our disposal. The
Bose had an utterly clean, transparent, and effortless sound. This impression was confirmed by
its tone-burst response, which was uniformly excellent across the frequency spectrum. Its
low-bass response was difficult to credit to such a compact system. It had all the room-filling
potency of the best acoustic-suspension systems, combined with the tautness and clarity of a
full-range electrostatic speaker. The spatial distribution, which brings an entire wall alive with
sound, contributes greatly to the sense of realism. There is, unfortunately, a serious obstacle to
the universal acceptance of a speaker such as the Bose The inch gap necessary between the
apex of the speaker and the wall places the front of the speaker about 30 inches from the wall.
Bookshelf mounting is generally impractical, and it may be difficult to install the in the correct
location without disturbing room decor. Many potential users will be forced to decide between
style and sound. Electrically, the Bose is rather inefficient, and the 18 dB of bass boost supplied
by the equalizer requires huge reserves of amplifier power if loud low-frequency passages are
to be played. To a lesser degree, the same problem exists at the very high frequencies. Bose
recommends amplifier power ratings from 20 to watts per channel, into 8 ohms. We have used it
successfully with amplifiers at both ends of this range. Unlike most speakers, the sounds as
good at a whisper as it does at a roar, but if you are ever tempted to turn up the volume a bit, an
amplifier with a continuous power rating of at least 60 watts per channel is strongly
recommended. The individual drivers can each handle 30 watts without difficulty, and few of us
are likely to be able to apply more than watts to each channel. In the final analysis, the judgment
of a speaker must be subjective and personal in nature. I have, on occasion, warmly praised
speakers that I considered to be outstanding performers. Everything I have said in the past is
still valid. My partner, Gladden Houck, concurs to the extent that he considers it a very fine
system, certainly the equal of anything at or near its price. Hirsch, from 'god's mouth to my
ears'. Submitted by drny on April 26, - pm Boy did I enjoy the succinct yet rich language of Mr.
Hirsch review of the s. I started reading Stereo Review in , and was immediately hooked by Mr.
Hirsch writing. He was totally believable. For many of us, what Julian wrote was as from 'god's
mouth to our ears'. I was never a Bose fan. Klipschhorns were my holy grail forty years ago.
Wow, I can't believe it's been that long ago. They, along with one the last remaining Sony
Receivers alive with the requisite tape loop connections, complete a home theater setup in my

upstairs media room that continues to satisfy me each and every time I crank it up. And yes, I
was an avid Stereo Review reader until the very last issue! I was introduced to hifi with a
friend's series 1 Bose s. I bought a pair shortly after my first exposure. Long story short I
became a stereo salesman and have been in the audio video industry since. Now owning a
small custom installation company. I actually found and bought a used pair of the original s for
nostalgia's sake. Fun to bring out every so often! Bose certainly has to be credited for
introducing active equalization and I felt the s sound was enhanced by the fact it did not include
a conventional passive crossover allowing a more direct control of the drivers by the amplifier
and since the all the speakers drivers were midrange sized they had a really palpable midrange
quality IMHO. Even now I find crossoverless designs like "Audience" loudspeakers produce a
really exciting midrange quality. Bose had a good idea with the and deserved their success for
almost 50 years. The Bose , like virtually all of Bose's products, definitely stirred controversy.
But the controversy only existed within much of the audiophile community. This never
mattered, however, because one can argue that the and all Bose's products targeted the general
consumer. Yes, it was expensive but the targeted somewhat more technophobic general
consumers who were still willing to spend a little. Although I would definitely consider the late
Julian Hirsch an audiophile, he accepted the fact and even mentioned it several times in past
articles that speaker choice was highly personal and subjective. Because of this, the wildly
uneven measured frequency response of the partly caused by reflected sound and partly
through active equalization didn't deter Mr. Hirsch from giving high praise. He even mentioned
in past articles that he did not value imaging as much as some other listeners so the 's
signature wall of sound that was, in his words, "almost impossible to localize" didn't deter him
from giving a favorable review. Julian Hirsch started testing equipment to verify manufacturers'
claims at a time when many were making wild claims and there were no standards for power
and distortion measurements. The Bose definitely didn't make any claims that it couldn't meet.
To be sure, Bose's policy on publishing speaker specifications was to only state amplifier
power requirements and nominal impedance. This gave the company leeway to use active
equalization to produce appealing sound for the masses. Many of the company's products
employ active equalization to augment mid to upper bass The Acoustic Wave - now simple
called the Wave - certainly did. In the Lifestyle products non-defeatable continuous loudness
contouring is also used to provide a bass-rich sound even at low volumes. Purist audiophiles
won't like this but, again, Bose isn't targeting them. Bose's marketing prowess certainly carried
the and the company's other products from the company's beginnings. But the company altered
frequency response to appeal to the general consumer. The Hz to Hz bump and lower treble
depression in the provided a euphonic sound to many people, the 70 Hz to Hz bump does the
same for the Wave table radios, and a similar response tailoring along with continuous
loudness does the same for the company's Lifestyle Systems, headphones, Bluetooth speakers,
the Sounddock now discontinued , etc. I'm not knocking Bose. In fact, I respect the company for
having clearly identified its target market from its beginnings and catered to them in a very
successful way. You can't say the same for most audiophile brands. Mention one of those and
your friends or relatives will give you a blank stare. I even experienced this with prospective
customers when I was an audio salesman back in the early 90s. For many audiophile brands
you wouldn't be familiar with them unless you actively look for them through audiophile
magazines or on-line audio websites. Wish I could upload a photo. Went on a modern home tour
recently, and came upon a modern steel, concrete and glass minimalist home. The 'living room'
was full glass on two sides containing a sunken area about 15x15, containing only a sofa on
three sides, and flanked on one side with a pair of s ;-. Search form Search. Throwback
Thursday. Log in or register to post comments. Submitted by drny on April 26, - pm. Boy did I
enjoy the succinct yet rich language of Mr. Thank you Rob for sharing the wisdom of past
generations. Submitted by Awsander7 on April 26, - pm. No crossover,great midrange etc.
Submitted by ddingle on April 29, - pm. Related Latest Reviews News. Flashback YouTube Is
Born. Flashback Apple Sells 10 Billion Songs. Flashback Apple Unveils the Macintosh.
Flashback U. Grants MP3 Patent. Taming the Room Monster. Mad Max. The Mighty Technics SL
The Sounds of Mars. Ghost Dog: The Way of the Samurai. New Gear for Winter Stream Theater.
The Court Jester Comes to Blu-ray. Total Recall. Elac Uni-Fi 2. The Hobbit Trilogy. The Lord of
the Rings Trilogy. The Elephant Man. First Cow. Ghost in the Shell. Best Gear of Winter So Far.
Create new account Request new password. Leave this field blank. Supplied with variable active
equalizer consolette. Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. Manufacturer: Bose Corporation, 1
Strathmore Rd. Fax: Web: But getting the best that either of those systems are capable of and
the only reason to have them requires a listening room the likes of which I've never had. Our
house is made of concrete blocks, and we have a solid rock veneer wall, and when we set up
the BOSE s to reflect off of this heavy, rock-hard surface, the amount of sound that is projected

is worth WHATEVER it costs! Gerry K in Arizona. I know a lot of people want to get their audio
system sound like they are at a concert. The problem is that concerts don't have really good
room acoustics or sound systems. Obviously, if the recording is a live recording, we hope that it
sounds like we are at the concert, but having the speakers basically rely on bouncing audio
from the back as the main source is actually bad. Some people like omni directional speakers
like MBL, or others that are simlar in design, but they don't rely mostly on bouncing the sound
from the rear. With the 's, you are actually listening to what you want less of, reflected sound. I
had an acoustic engineer come to my home to take some measurements and give me his
recommondations for room treatment as my room measurements were probably the worst you
could have. He explained to me that it's good to have reflected sound, but you don't want too
much as it removes detail and coherancy from the music. When companies like ASC and others
work with a client to measure room acoustics, they work with Articulation measurements of the
room and they measure the direct sound compared to the reflections and they want to create a
natural room sound rather than having it too dead, too live where the reflected sound is as loud
as the direct sound coming from the speakers. The 's just simply do it wrong. If the front had a
bunch of drivers and the rear sides had only one driver, that might be better. One thing to note. I
talked to a dealer that carried BOSE for a short period of time and they explained to me that
BOSE produced demo CDs that were mastered to sound good on BOSE systems, but when you
listened to the same CD on another, they sounded like crap so those demos they use to sell the
speakers mislead the consumer because most of the recordings you listen to weren't mastered
specifically for BOSE speakers. The local dealership that told me this doesn't carry BOSE
anymore and the only reason why they carried the line is they got a lot of people asking for
BOSE because of BOSE marketing and they seccumbed under the pressure of customers, and
in the process, they got ribbed by their higher end customers like myself, but in the end, they
dropped the line as people would actually walk into a higher end store and once they started
listening to companies like Paradigm and others, they became disinterested in BOSE and then
sales started to wain. Best advice I can give someone is use your own CDs, and go to a variety
of audio stores not the big box stores and start REALLY listening to a variety of speakers, there
are plenty of really good products on the market that walk all over BOSE. Paradigm is just one
of many, there are Martin Logan, and many other small companies that make nice affordable
products these days. If I wanted the omni directional sound, but couldn't afford MBLs or
something in that price range, I would be looking at Martin Logan, Magnapan and a few others
that sound so much better than 's. I do not understand the claim in the review that single small
woofer system results in flatter response than multi-woofer system. Contrary to that claim, we
can achieve flatter in room response by increasing the bass radiating area. That is because we
can make the dip cancellation null in bass in the frequency response curve less deep. Some
designers utilize large bass radiation area. PSB T3 has multiple woofers for frequencies below
Hz. Moreover, the woofers are placed apart, not as close to each other as possible. Search form
Search. Show Munich More Reports. Stand Loudspeaker Reviews. Log in or register to post
comments. Bose Submitted by dalethorn on January 20, - pm. So far I haven't been able to find
the original Bose review on the Internet - the review which contained the phrase "Bose is best,
big or small, high or low. I know a lot of people want Submitted by drblank on December 28, pm. Bose review Submitted by machelp on September 23, - pm. Related Latest Galleries
Recommended. Acoustic Energy AE2 loudspeaker. Acora SRB loudspeaker. Three December
FollowUps. Celestion SL6S loudspeaker. Alta Audio Alyssa loudspeaker. Marten Oscar Duo
loudspeaker. Polk Legend L loudspeaker. Tannoy Revolution XT 6 loudspeaker. Totem Acoustic
Skylight loudspeaker. Fyne Audio F loudspeaker. Wilson WATT loudspeaker. ProAc Response
D2R loudspeaker. Sonus Faber Olympica Nova 1 loudspeaker. Wilson Audio Specialties
SabrinaX loudspeaker. When video rides shotgun. Pass Laboratories XP line preamplifier.
Recording of March Paranoid Super Deluxe. February FollowUp RoundUp. Dynaco PAT-4
preamplifier. Analog Corner I've Been Everywhere. February Classical Record Reviews.
February Jazz Record Reviews. Book Review: Make More Noise! Landscape into music.
TransRotor Max. My Humble Vintage System. My Home Setup. The System. My workstation
audio setup. My system. My current and likely the last home audio setup. Stereo System. Mono
R2R with the modern setup. Records to Die For Recording of January Rainbow Sign.
Stereophile's Products of Recording of December Christmas Vibes. Recording of November
What's Next Vivaldi? Recommended Components: Fall Edition. Recording of October Rough
and Rowdy Ways. Recording of August Live at Funkhaus Berlin. Recording of July Earth. Create
new account Request new password. Leave this field blank. Gordon Holt InnerFidelity. Shop
Recordings Buyer's Guides More. My friend have just bought a pair of BOSE However, he is
wondering what amplifier can drive these speakers. He will use these speakers mainly for
Karaoke and Pop music. The room is 50m2. I have no experience about BOSE Can you suggest

him a good amplifier? The room size is no problem. He will need to space them away from the
rear wall, and side walls as the speakers sit backwards. You can even hang them upside down
from the ceiling. A reinforced ceiling. They are reasonably efficient for domestic speakers eg
low 90s SPL but punch better with some power in them. There is more than 1 model of active
equaliser so you need to have the one that is suited to the speaker model. Quality 2nd hand is
always a good option. More clean watts the better I reckon. Hi Truong,the only advise that I can
offer is that you may require an integrated stereo amplifier with either a tape monitor facility or a
pre-out to amp. Otherwise a seperate preamp and amplifier would be useful as the equalizer
needs headroom and this means an amplifier of high wattage output is a safer choice. Get some
NAD amps and run them in monoblock mode. In my experience 's need lots of power but the
nature of their multi-speaker but low quality speaker design means they wont reflect higher
quality amps. If you give them plenty of juice they actually sound quite good Thanks you all for
your suggestion. I am not sure what version of bose it is. Here are the speakers:. The set
include original stand and equalizer. My friend is considering an Onkyo theater system in these
link:. The speakers other channels will be considered later. Since they are an 8 ohm speaker
they should be fine with any receiver. He should set them to "small" on the receiver and if he
really wants to have some fun he could add in a pro sub. You can pick these up at music shops,
he could go for a powered pro 15". Something like this:. He will get more punchy bass and more
juice out of the speakers when they don't have to do bass. The receiver amp will act like it has
more juice when not having to do bass. Although if I was your friend I wouldn't start with the
Bose speakers, but rather some active pro speakers and a cheap mixer. The s are a speaker that
appeal to a lot of people, but they spray sound around the room and that's more likely to create
feedback! Pro speakers have some control over dispersion that means you can fire them away
from mics. With the s you might have a problem trying to find an acoustic "shadow" because
they fire out the front and back! So if you fire the 8 drivers backwards as intended, the mic
needs to go in front of them, with toe in to avoid firing the front driver into the mic. He has
probably chosen one of the worst speakers for the job. They aren't bad as a party speaker but
for Karioke he might have problems. Just checked out that Onkyo receiver and it does NOT
appear to have any pre out jacks for the front stereo speakers. Maybe I'm wrong but I can't see
any way of hooking up the equaliser. Unless he wants it to sound like a clock radio set on the
AM band I strongly advise against buying that receiver! Generally the equaliser must go
somewhere between the pre amp or processor stage and the power amplifier stage. For this to
work with a surround sound receiver I would suggest buying a receiver with pre out jacks and
an external stereo power amplifier. The EQ box will be inserted between the two. The EQ'd
signal will be required on the front stereo channels for the 's to sound right but not on the
surround channels. If the EQ is on the surround channels they will sound um strange all lows
and highs with no mids and potentially damage the surround speakers. I have heard a few pairs
of 's over the years. I actually use a pair of series 3 as my current PC speakers running off a
series 4 Bose watt receiver. I have never seen them in a surround sound system but can't see
why it can't be done. It just takes some knowledge about how to cable them up properly. This is
going to increase the cost significantly if buying new gear. I suspect their power amps would be
a nice match power wise for the 's where more the merrier is good. If 2 channel is ok pretty
much any thing will work as long as there is a tape or eq loop in the pre amp section. Again I
would be looking at a minimum of watts per channel for the 's. A cheap power amp I was
considering at one stage is the Behringer A Hope it all goes well. Hope I haven't confused you
too much. If you need to ask more questions, I'm more than happy to try and answer them. So
obviously you would need an amp with tape inputs and outputs. Sounds good to me. Probably
improve if using the positioning recommended in the Bose manual as suggested. Thanks for
your advice. I have taken a look at the bose manual and found that bose is not for home theatre.
We stoped the HT project and began to look around for a good intergrated amplifier. I used s
successfully for HT for 3 years on a 7. By metal beat Started 23 hours ago. By pine weasel
Started Saturday at AM. By fcc Started Monday at AM. By metal beat Started Friday at AM. By
Danthuyer Started 31 minutes ago. By Berkel Started January By Janjuc Started January 24, By
Chagoi Started 3 hours ago. By Bill Started February 6. By o2so Started February By Naz. By
Full Range Started March 9, By Qwertyqaz Started April 8, By Neo Started January By tomk
Started December 16, Amplifier for Bose Recommended Posts. Posted January 30, Best regards
Truong. Link to post Share on other sites. Gee Emm 1, Posted January 30, Which model ? There
is a metal plate underneath where you connect the speaker wires. All models require a BOSE
active equaliser or they sound schit. Check out the SNA classifieds. Maybe even a 2nd hand pro
amp. Hope he has fun with 'em. VanArn Posted January 30, Best regards. Paul Spencer 1,
Posted January 30, You can't toe them in. It stuffs up the soundstage like it's out of phase. You
can't face them b

2003 mitsubishi diamante radio wiring diagram

2000 beetle interior

2011 subaru legacy gt wiring diagram

ack to front either. Running them as small on AVR with a sub works. Posted February 2, Posted
February 3, Any decent integrated stereo amp will do. Fifty watts RMS would be ample power.
Some of the dedicated Bose receivers were only 40 watts and worked fine with the s. The s must
be positioned as recommended to achieve decent sound. Posted February 4, Hi, Thanks for
your advice. Cheers Truong. Gee Emm 1, Posted February 4, Not entirely correct I used s
successfully for HT for 3 years on a 7. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Popular Topics.
Gorgeous looking HiFi. Spotify HiFi has finally! Picked up an Adcom se yesterday -anyone had
one of these. Help needed with Technics slc tonearm. FUGLY hi fi equipment. Your Preferred
Loud Speaker building Software Would better amplification solve congestion? The Song Game
IV. Reviews on Western Electric Cables. Adding a power amp. Vinyl - Currently Spinning. My
System Today. Merging of posts. Can't post or reply in the classifieds? Sign In Sign Up.

